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Introduction: Interesting times to think1.
We are living in interesting times: it is estimated that by January 2022, almost five billion peo-
ple around the world, that is to say, about 60% of the population, will have connected to the 
internet at least once a week, most of them by means of a smartphone.1  One of these people’s 
favorite activities when they are online is to log in to a social network: in June 2021, Facebook 
reached 2.853 billion active monthly profiles, followed by YouTube, with 2.291 billion and In-
stagram, 1.386 billion. WhatsApp, which was born as instant messaging but later became a 
content platform including groups and the possibility to share “stories”, is used by 2 billion 
people. None of these social media existed two decades ago, when people who connected to 
the internet were about 533 million, barely 8.7% of the population2… What happened in that 
period of time? No doubt, a series of very deep transformations impacting on all the sectors of 
society, even the most traditional ones, and which modified our everyday life, the way we live 
our social, familial and sexual-emotional relationships, and they even influence our identity.

However, these transformations do not entail that radical changes in the balance of forces 
within the society have taken place. In fact, and in many ways, the status quo in place at the 
time was consolidated, with situations of inequality and injustice by powerful players at the 
expense of marginalized or minimized sectors. 

In this work, we would like to attract attention, precisely, to how technology has become an-
other facilitator of oppression against a sector of society. We will focus, specifically, on digital 
technologies and gender issues. By digital technologies, we refer to a wide subgroup of tech-
nological artifacts that use microprocessors and codes to create applications from algorithm 
systems, and which typically reach people by means of computers, smartphones, and other 
similar devices. Additionally, we will discuss gender issues to refer to a critical outlook on the 
consequences of the hegemonic sex-gender system for the social structure, a socio-cultural 
construction that allocates meanings and values to people according to characteristics such 
as their sex, identity and sexual orientation. We prefer to talk about “genders”, rather than 
“gender”, to challenge overtly the binary way in which this system of representations assigns 
social, cultural, political, judicial, and economic characteristics to the sphere of “masculine” and 
“feminine”.

With this objective in mind, this work has three parts. In the first one, we will present a brief 
concept framework to be able to place our reflections in wider schemes of technology philos-
ophy. In this proposal, we will make an ideational clarification of a key concept, the algorithm, 
and we will outline a possible map of the tendencies stemming from the intersection between 
technology and genders. Later, in the second part, we will analyze the concept of bias and how 
it gravitates in technology developments, potentially harming sectors that are not dominating. 
Once we have those tools, we will use them in the third part to analyze actual and recent cases, 

1  Hootsuite’s Global Report https://www.hootsuite.com/es/recursos/tendencias-digitales-2021

2  Peterson, M. P. (Ed.). (2005). Maps and the Internet. Elsevier.
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in the hope to see them under a new light, one that enables new ideas and, perhaps, the begin-
ning of the path that takes us to answers and solutions.

We are a group of philosophers who think about these topics from Argentina while we go 
through the crisis provoked by the COVID-19 pandemic. Even though we set out to inspire 
reflections and conversations that go beyond what is relevant, we cannot escape our circum-
stances. We believe that social changes cannot be understood in a vacuum, so we decided to 
use real cases to illustrate some of our reflections. We will always try to make a truthful recon-
struction of facts, but our work is far from being historical or journalistic, so these events will be 
useful to approach the topics we want to address. Moreover, we believe that the true reflection 
stems from analysis and dialogue, so we decided to call up d ifferent figures of the region to 
enrich us with their comments and thoughts. However, this choral text does not seek to cancel 
anything, but it is an invitation to be nurtured with every lecture and open up new questions 
and paths. Thus, we are invited to think as a community.
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2.
2.1. Thinking technology without determinisms
There is an indisputable fact: the impact of technology innovations cuts across all the levels of 
our everyday life; one only needs to take note of smartphones and the ever growing menu of 
applications, the possibilities offered by internet and the web, personal computers, automo-
biles or home appliances, to name a few examples. Our everyday life is permanently trans-
formed by the incorporation, spread and use of different technologies. 

Technology changes or the introduction of technology innovations seem to be associated with 
the materialization of social changes. However, there are some people who go beyond the 
characterization of the impacts of technology on everyday life and argue that technology is a 
unique force that has the capacity to change our conceptions about the world, transform the 
structures and the operation of our institutions, modify the relationships of production and 
subvert all the social structure, disrupting the economic bonds and power relationships. 

Those who think that way support the thesis that technology is the most relevant causal agent 
of social changes, which is known as the thesis of technology determinism, and it implies a 
specific interpretation of the relationship between technology and society.3 According to this 
theory, technology is deemed to be an external factor for society, to give shape to society while 
not being part of it. In this sense, technology would be an autonomous force that is exercised 
in one direction, one that conditions but it is not conditioned.4 The internal rationale of tech-
nology development, that is to say, technology change, would not be influenced by human in-
tervention, whether individual or social. From this suggestion, it follows that, if technology is a 
force developed autonomously, then it is out of human control. People would only have to deal 
with the consequences of the relentless technology development but they would not be able 
to shape it according to their wishes, interests and values.5 Those discourses about the unstop-
pable and inevitable nature of technology development corner the possibility to intervene or 
regulate the creation of technology innovations, giving them a pessimistic feel that feeds both 
the collective imagination of the technophobic approaches as well as the technophile ones, 
generating somber dystopias or diaphanous utopias. 

However, the social constructivism of technology has empirically shown, through a myriad of 
case studies, that technologies do not determine social forms or changes in a unidirection-
al manner, but their effects depend precisely on the social and cultural configurations taking 
place; moreover, these configurations not only catalyze the effects of technologies, but they 

3  The American sociologist and economist Thorstein Veblen (1857-1929) was the first to use this expression. The variables of technology determinism 
are captured in Smith and Marx (1997). 

4  There is a parallelism with the climate determinism of the 19th Century, which stated that climate, an independent and external factor that societies 
have no influence upon, gave shape to the nature of society.

5  The classical locus of this thesis is Winner (1979). 

Thinking digital technology
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have a significant impact on technology developments themselves. There are social, cultural, 
organizational, and political factors, among others, that affect technology developments and 
innovations.6

These case studies highlight the contingent and situated nature of technology developments; 
at the same time, they show the strong influences of context on the design and development 
of technologies.7 The analysis of technology controversies (episodes where several technology 
options are presented to solve a similar problem, or where an innovation is suggested as an 
alternative to an existing technology) shows the interference of factors of multiple natures and 
origins in the stabilization and predominance of a technology solution against other alterna-
tives.8

The moral of the empirical studies of social constructivism is that technology change is not part 
of an autonomous path of development, but it is shaped by different heterogeneous agents 
and elements, where strictly technical factors are not necessarily decisive. As constructivist 
studies point out, technologies are contingent products that reflect the social context in which 
they were produced, and they are shaped by an interplay of factors that are technical, pro-
fessional, political, interests, biases, beliefs, design tools, knowledge, available raw materials, 
skills, etc.9

An interesting aspect of this analysis perspective is that it turns technologies into something 
that is completely heterogeneous. The empirical analysis of technology innovation processes 
shows that technological systems and artifacts are entities that incorporate technology con-
tents, as well as tensions and commitments that are social, economic, political, professional, 
specialized knowledge, interests and biases of different origins, skills and expectations. This 
way, the technology world and the social world are assembled in the technological systems 
and artifacts. 

Now then, this does not mean that the emergence of some technologies does not have social 
consequences. It does not entail subscribing to the suggestion that technology innovations 
are completely accounted for by social causes either. Rejecting the thesis of technology deter-
minism does not imply subscribing to the thesis of social determinism, something that would 
happen if the former were claimed. Both determinisms see technology as a black box (that is 
to say, an inaccessible process whose final result is all that can be known, but not its intermedi-
ate processes) that responds to social constraints, for example, economic, cultural, political or 
ideological ones, or just generates social impacts of a different nature. 

Avoiding determinisms implies placing the emergence of technology developments in specific 
contexts and through a set of mediations.10 Technology and technology systems are not exter-
nal to society: on the contrary, they are endogenous to it. Technology and the social and cultur-

6  Cfr. Aibar y Bijker (1997). 

7  Hughes (1983), for example, studies technology systems for the generation and transportation of electricity supply in different cities, and he 
underscores how a similar technology is developed and spread in different social contexts. 

8  See, for example, the study by Pinch and Bijker (1987), where the development of bicycles during the second half of the 19th Century was analyzed.

9  “It is sometimes said that we have the politicians we deserve. But, if that is true, then we also have the technologies that we deserve. Our 
technologies reflect our societies. They reproduce and embody the complex interaction of professional, technical, economic and political factors”. 
(Bijker and Law, 1992). 

10  A studied example refers to the differences in the design of the tidal barriers developed on the Dutch shore and the ones built on the English 
shores, just a few kilometers away, in very similar geo-physical circumstances and under the same corpus of scientific knowledge on fluid dynamics 
or material resistance (Bijker, 1994). 
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al context are mutually reflected, and a bidirectional and complex, co-production relationship 
is established between both ends. Therefore, just as society is not shaped by technological 
developments, technology is not an exclusive product of society either, as social agents (individ-
ual and collective ones) interact within given technology frameworks. Thus, the extent to which 
technology is socially configured is analogous to the extent to which society is technologically 
mediated. 

Statement 1: Danila Suárez Tomé

Institute for Philosophical Research-SADAF-CONICET/ UBA
https://www.aacademica.org/danila.suarez.tome 

“First of all, it is good to keep in mind that the relationship between technology and the 
configuration of gender and gendered relations is much deeper than we might 
suppose. We have the idea that technology can reproduce, perpetuate and amplify pre-
existing gender differences "naturally", but it is harder for us to understand the way in 
which it can generate them in itself, and even be a constitutive part of gender 
understood as a social power device that produces certain individuals who are 
intelligibilized and ordered in a matrix of cisheternormative sexuality. With this in mind, 
I believe that the Harawayan idea of understanding the phenomena of reality as 
semiotic-material knots, where one cannot think only in terms of nature or culture but 
in epistemically and ontologically hybrid terms of naturecultures, constitutes a 
powerful heuristic to investigate and problematize the intersection between gender, 
technology, and society”.

“My main concern, thinking from this basis, is the way in which technological progress 
in more developed countries can have an impact on social ontologies and 
epistemologies in such a way as to generate an increasingly marked difference with 
those countries where material conditions are more disadvantaged. Social power, and 
the identitarian social power in the particular case of gender, has always had a 
profound impact on the constitution of hierarchical and oppressive social ontologies. It 
is to be expected, therefore, that a geopolitically unequal development of technological 
progress will have unequal effects on social ontologies, with gender being one of its 
most structuring aspects.”

2.2. Thinking technology without valorative neutrality
This assembly between social and technology taking place in human practices of production 
of the artificial world challenges the thesis that technologies are neutral value-wise. It is the 
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naive belief usually expressed with the popular phrase “technology is neither good nor bad: it 
depends on how it is used”. However, as was shown before, technologies build the different 
ways in which we act and experience the world; for example, technologies for prenatal diagno-
sis give shape to decisions we make about continuing with a pregnancy, and social networks set 
up an environment with characteristics of their own, and configure our interactions with other 
people. Thus, technologies mediate our relationships with the world and among human beings, 
and contribute to give shape to our perceptions, actions, experiences and practices.

Designing a technological artifact or system entails designing, at the same time, those who will 
use them, that is to say, the interactions between human beings and artifacts, as well as their 
experiences and perceptions in a given material and social situation. By way of example, let 
us imagine coercive artifacts such as turnstiles that prevent entering the subway without the 
corresponding ticket, or cars that do not start if the driver does not have the safety belt on, as 
well as more persuasive technologies, such as applications to control the time we spend on our 
smartphone or apps to control our calorie intake. But it is also true that, when we use an arti-
fact, we can redesign it in unforeseen manners, rearranging the contexts of interaction, experi-
ences and practices. Therefore, designs, apart from aesthetic, functional and material features, 
incorporate values from their design and, later, are nurtured with additional values by means 
of what people do with technologies in their everyday lives.11

Values are incorporated into technological systems and artifacts through design and use plans. 
Designing is a human activity that consists in making a cognitive-concept operation that creates 
models of material structures and mechanisms that carry out functions proposed by designers 
to solve a situation stated as a problem. This cognitive-concept operation comprises represen-
tations of options of material structure and mechanisms, as well as courses of action, discus-
sions about these courses of action, material structures and mechanisms, the establishment of 
considerations and the choice of some over others, according to a set of values and objectives 
previously formulated.12 For example, let us look at the algorithms that provide the foundations 
for many of the applications available in the market. Operational parameters are specified by 
the people in charge of the development and configured by the people who adopt them with 
certain desired results in mind, who privilege some values and interests over others. Thus, 
there are algorithms that make profiles that end up discriminating against different individuals 
and/or social groups. Algorithms are full of values.13

The choice of the design of a technological process or artifact for production and introduction 
into the real world is an answer to the questions of what the appropriate solution to a given 
problem is, in whose definition participate many actors who display different beliefs and inter-
ests. This question is important because it leads us to wonder how technology decisions are 
made, what dimensions participate in the creation of a technological system or artifact, and 
how those dimensions are valued in the decision made regarding the interests of the partici-

11  This point of view is a warning about the mistake that is to consider the functionality and the use of human practices of designing these functions, 
and to imagine and materialize those uses in the abstract. When those relationships are considered in the abstract and taken out of context, the 
mistake is made to see technologies as mere neutral media inscribed in action plans completely alien to them.

12  Cf. Humanistic toolbox. (2019) https://guia.ai/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Caja-de-herramientas-Humanistas.pdf

13  It is possible to think of other examples beyond the field of digital technologies: Dutch dams, for example, are designed for the safety of inhabitants 
of floodable zones, or speed reducers, commonly known as “speed bumps”, laid out on the streets where there are schools, and which were especially 
designed to reduce the speed of the cars going down those streets and provide safety to people coming in and out of schools. In both cases, the safety 
of the people who live in floodable zones or who walk down those streets is incorporated into the functions of the artifacts designed. Another very 
well-known example are the bridges designed by Edgar Moses in Long Island, New York, which hindered the access of public transport but allowed 
private cars, preventing poorer populations from enjoying the beach (Winner, 1980).
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pating people, the problems they solve and the modifications presented in the world. It is worth 
pointing out that, in the deliberative context of the design, intrinsic and extrinsic assessments 
intervene. The intrinsic assessments are technology proper, and the extrinsic assessments deal 
with the human purposes incorporated into the technological systems and artifacts.14

Intrinsic assessments are related to the efficiency and effectiveness of technological systems 
and artifacts, so they can work and do so at the lowest resource cost (material, economic, etc.) 
and the fewest unwanted consequences (for example, killing flies with cannon balls is effective, 
but it has a myriad of unwanted consequences) possible. Extrinsic assessments are related 
to what it means for the technological system or artifact to be an appropriate solution for a 
problem posed. This does not depend only on whether the system or artifact is efficient and 
effective; on the contrary, it depends on how it is inserted into the environment of people or a 
given society, and the assessment made by its designer, producers, users, etc.; an assessment 
that is always situated, where the values related to how we want to live are more important 
than strictly technological aspects. This assessment is closely connected with the peculiarities 
of social groups and their practical identities and, therefore, their goals, interests and points of 
view about the world: for example, a social group driven by a strong ecological awareness and 
commitment may reject the installation of a nuclear plant in their region, even though it may 
be the most technologically appropriate option to solve the issue of electricity supply in these 
socio-economic and environmental conditions.

2.3. Thinking technology with a gender perspective
The relationships between technology and genders are a context where the social configura-
tion of technology is shown, as well as the technology mediation of society. Technology and 
society, mutually assembled, configure practices where gender differences are shaped, exem-
plified and spread by technology.

Statement 2: Cristina Bernabéu Franch 

Autonomous University of Madrid
https://portalcientifico.uam.es/ipublic/agent-personal/profile/iMarinaID/04-271191/
name/BERNABEU-FRANCH-CRISTINA 

“The artifactual environments we currently inhabit, including digital environments, are 
not gender-neutral; they are connoted masculine and/or feminine. This hypothesis is 
not, however, committed only to the fact that artifacts are gendered insofar as they 
reproduce gender, but especially to the idea that they produce it, that is, that they 
genderize. In this sense, it can be asserted that they actively collaborate in the 
establishment of sexual division and difference.

14  Cf. Humanistic toolbox (2019) https://guia.ai/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Caja-de-herramientas-Humanistas.pdf
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The fact that technical artifacts are a crucial factor in the gendering of society and 
culture highlights the importance and urgency of intervening in the artifactual reality in 
order to transform unequal power relations and pursue social justice.

It is within this framework where I believe it is necessary to understand the analysis of 
the differences in the process of the gendering of technology between Europe and 
Latin America. Even though feminist movements share, from a global perspective, 
common objectives (which have to do with equality between people), their 
struggles also acquire their own characteristics depending on the context in which 
they are inserted. In this sense, I believe that in Latin America, when compared to 
Europe or other places in the global North (where a process of increasing 
individualization is taking place), the feminist movement knows how to use digital 
technologies not only to maintain and strengthen community spaces of 
resistance but also to generate processes of awareness-raising within feminism.”

The relationships between technology and genders have been studied since the 1970’s as part 
of the sexual division of work, where this division was also considered a technical sexual one. 
Home appliances, for example, were the source and a sign of the patriarchal domination (Bern-
abéu 2020), structuring tasks seen as unproductive, at the same time that this set of technology 
appliances is undervalued, designed for tasks that are “dull” (Zafra 2013).

The social constructivism of technology, depicted above, argues that artifacts, technological 
systems and genders build one another. Artifacts, like watches, smartphones, contraceptive 
pills, clothes and technology systems make some social groups invisible or hyper-visible; they 
not only express a gendered reality, that is to say, they are not only products of previous gen-
dered social relationships, but they give shape to a gendered reality, that is to say, a reality 
organized around the sexual-gender difference. 

Research about the relationship between technology and genders has been motivated espe-
cially by the analysis of the ways in which technology produces a gendered reality, and has 
been promoted mostly by feminist female researchers and activists who made the association 
between technology development and the masculine gender explicit, and see technology as 
a powerful instrument to exert an asymmetrical power distribution between genders. From 
this conception we can see, for example, the different ways in which technology influences the 
labor market and generates and naturalizes situations of exploitation and exclusion of women 
in the current society (like the ones reflected in the different types of occupational segrega-
tion, such as the horizontal ones, with highly feminized sectors, for example, those related to 
caregiving tasks, and the vertical segregation, which has an impact on the possibilities for the 
advancement to decision-making hierarchical positions, on the exclusion of women from some 
educational contexts, or the promotion of certain body types as objects of consumption). 
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Personal Data Protection Center
Office of the Ombudsman of the City of Buenos Aires
https://cpdp.defensoria.org.ar/

“When we immerse ourselves in the field of Science and Technology in Argentina, it is 
striking to note that 76% of the positions with decision-making power are occupied by 
men; when we go down the ladder this percentage decreases, but they are still 
generally dominated by men15.

These data are provided only as a sample that we believe defines us socially. In this 
sense, we understand that when we transfer this reality to other sectors, the 
correlation is maintained. That is to say, if we find ourselves with a concrete materiality 
in the spaces of science and technology, everything that is built on this basis will be 
biased: from the lines of decision-making power to the design of artificial intelligence 
software (AI).”

Since the 1980’s onwards, feminist studies about technology have subscribed to the premise 
that technology is not neutral from the point of view of gender; on the contrary, gender issues 
dwell in the development of technological systems or artifacts from the very moment of their 
design until their implementation, spread and use in different social groups (Wajcman, 1991, 
2004 and 2009).16

15  Our own data collected and systematized from information from official websites of the National Government, the Autonomous City of Buenos 
Aires, and the provinces of Argentina in December 2021.

16  Wajcman (1991) made studies where her concern is to show that everyday technological artifacts, for example, contraceptive methods and 
automobiles, are gendered, that is to say, made up by relationships, identities and meanings of gender. Hierarchies of sexual differences would 
dwell in the design, spread and use of technologies. In turn, Bernabéu (2020) defends that artifacts “invite, propose, incite or impose the 
realization of a series of activities, practices and interactions specifically gendered –related to reproduction, sexuality, physical aspect, appearance 
or sexual orientation - (…) There are masculine artifacts and feminine artifacts, and artifacts that are used in a masculine or feminine way”.

Natalia Monti and                                                       
María Julia GiorgelliStatement 3: 

Laura AciónStatement 4: 

Institute of Calculus, Faculty of Exact and Natural Sciences, University of 
Buenos Aires-CONICET, Argentina.
ARPHAI Technical Consultant - Epidemiological management based on 
artificial intelligence and data science. 
http://www.ciecti.org.ar/en/arphai/
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“The main action for the development of digital technologies with a gender 
perspective in Latin America is to include intersectional human resources in the teams 
that develop technology. We need diverse work teams that are as similar as possible 
to the society for which digital technologies are being created. It is necessary to 
include in both technical and decision-making positions people whose intersections 
are not usually represented in technology development, such as women who identify 
with Indigenous peoples, trans men, migrants, or people with disabilities, among many 
other intersections. It is often argued that there are insufficiently trained intersectional 
human resources to participate in these teams. However, the number of highly trained 
human resources expands when considering the multidisciplinarity required to 
develop technology.”

“Any action that paves the way and encourages the training of intersectional human 
resources for the development of digital technologies is urgent.”

The topics in the” al principio. “The topics in the research agenda vary according to the different 
motivations of the feminist movements, dealing with empirical studies about how technologi-
cal systems or artifacts build female user profiles and gendered uses, or the way that technol-
ogies generate asymmetries and reproduce gender inequalities embodying and distributing 
power, or turning to political activism in order to shape new technologies to put them at the 
service of the liberation of oppressed genders (Verges Bosch, 2013).17 In some cases, the critical 
revision and rebuttal of patriarchal technology systems go hand in hand with a program of po-
litical action to replace the current capitalist economic, social and political regime, as it is stated 
that technology “embodies and (re)produces gender inequalities in multiple intersections with 
other oppressions”, for example, economic and social class oppressions (Torrano and Fischetti, 

2020).18

17  Vergés Bosch’s work shows how, before the 1980’s, feminist works about technology mostly presumed the neutrality of technology, and questioned 
its implementation to stress gender inequalities and strengthen patriarchy. Many studies were aimed at showing the exclusion or underrepresentation 
of women in the development of technologies.

18  Crenshaw (1989) coined the term “intersectionality” to refer to the way the power exerted over minorities and the disadvantages they suffer are 
expressed and legitimated through the multiple social forces, social identities and ideological instruments.

Statement 5:  

Founder and President of C Minds
https://www.cminds.co/

“The main objective of achieving equality in digital technologies must come from 
transversality. Inequality goes beyond algorithmic discrimination. This difference 
goes from access to quality education to gender biases that exist around the 
professional  development of Latin American women.  The  redefinition  of  unequal

Constanza Gómez Mont
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power  tructures is fundamental as well as a more holistic view of the problem, 
which includes strategies to have and retain more women in leadership positions 
within the digital economy, the generation of incentives and strategies for digital 
technology education projects aimed specifically at Latin American women, and 
other specific actions to address the challenges from a multidimensional 
perspective.  

Addressing the lack of female participation in the region's workforce is fundamental 
to achieving the ultimate goal of gender equity. The gap within the field of digital 
technologies is exceptionally large; less than 14% of AI researchers and less than 1% 
of companies that hire AI experts are women, and only 22% of experts in the entire 
area are women”.

Since the 1990’s, with the incursion of information and communication technologies (ICTs), and 
more strongly in the last two decades, with the ubiquitous presence of those technologies in 
everyday life, feminist studies are focused on exploiting the opportunity entailed by ICTs for the 
redesign, reownership and agency of these technologies to hybridize identity affiliations, de-
construct gender categories and empower women for prominence through the development 
of these technologies. In the last decade, this movement has nurtured from the post-feminist 
theories, a movement that challenges the equality feminism and is open to the vindication of 
identities that go beyond binary pre-fixed categories like sex and gender. That is how differ-
ent movements appear, such as the cyborg-feminists, the cyber-feminists, the techno-feminists 
and the queer feminists, among others (Vergés Bosch 2013).

Cyborg-feminists are inspired by the pioneer work of Donna Haraway about the cyborg con-
dition (1985). The most extended images in the western culture associate nature with a passive 
femininity, while they relate scientific and technology productions with an active masculine 
culture. Thus, the scientific and technology enterprise, “objective and value-free”, would be an-
chored to the sphere of the masculine. However, the cyborg condition breaks this duality and 
that stereotype. This hybrid figure of organism and machine is used to dismantle the natu-
ral-artificial duality and deconstruct other binary relationships, like woman-man. What is hybrid 
and not factorized in pure poles is extended in the world, the cyborg condition leaves dualisms 
aside and brings the possibility to explore politically the spaces of liberation open by this hybrid 
constitution.

Cyber-feminists not only question gender identities, attacking all essentialism, but, at the 
same time, fight inequalities between genders in the development and access to ICTs with the 
objective of socially and politically transforming the economic and power structures on which 
these technologies are based (Plant 1997). The premise underlying this transforming pulse is to 
see the digital revolution as an opportunity to dismantle practices and principles of patriarchal 
institutional power. This way, cyberspace is seen as an environment where current differences 
between genders can be denaturalized and debiologized, creating a liberating power of current 
social relationships for women (Sollfrank et al. 1999). 
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Techno-feminism questions especially the gender relationships in the processes of design, 
spread and use of technologies (Wacjman 2004). For this school, technological systems and ar-
tifacts themselves are shaped and impregnated by relationships, meanings and gender identi-
ties (Wacjman 1991). Therefore, asymmetries and hierarchies coming from sexual differences, 
naturalized in the patriarchal society, operate in the design of technology, constrain its devel-
opment and condition its uses and spread. Techno-feminism adds the approach of biomedi-
cine to the study of information and communication technologies. 

Post-colonialists are critical of the ethnocentric pulses present in some feminist movements, 
which universalize a western outlook anchored in a given socio-cultural and economic group 
(Gajjala 1999; Galpin 2002). In this criticism to the universalization of a set of particular values, 
they make the case for situated feminist studies, where the relationship between gender in-
equalities and other inequalities associated with the cultural, economic or political position of 
particular groups of women is underscored. 

Statement 6: 

Data observatory with a gender perspective
https://www.datagenero.org/

“From DataGénero - Observatorio de Datos con Perspectiva de Género Asociación Civil 
(DataGénero - Observatory of Data with a Gender Perspective Civil Association), we 
believe it is important to point out that there is still a long way to go towards gender 
equality in science and technology.

It is said that 30% of women are currently working in the technology industry, but the 
roles are not specified. The percentage of LGBTI+ people is not even mentioned, which 
is almost nonexistent. The "harder" programming or engineering roles are usually 
occupied almost exclusively by cis-males, white and heterosexual, which often results 
in technological solutions lacking a gender perspective and empathy for diversity. 
These cis-males, who make decisions, lead companies, and create the technology we 
use every day, also belong in general to an academic middle class, earning higher 
salaries than the average in our country. Therefore, on many occasions they are not 
sensitive to the problems of other genders or other socioeconomic classes, that is to 
say, other realities.

We passionately believe that we have to start thinking about other ways of doing 
science and technology. The norms and practices that we inherited were designed for 
a certain type of person: male, white, cis, heterosexual, from an affluent class, etc.
If we want to challenge those inheritances, we have to tear up the rulebook and start 
thinking in more inclusive and sensitive ways to stop importing models from the 
Global North and start thinking about society as a complex space, with diversities that 
should be part of the processes of creation of science and technology in our country.”

DataGénero
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Queer feminists share with the previous movements the idea that technology and gender 
keep a relationship of mutual conformation. However, they think that the feminist battle is a 
battle against all forms to characterize an identity in essentialist terms, and they argue that, 
even though technology is gendered, the analysis should focus on how gender is a fluid process 
of construction and deconstruction mediated by technology (Landstrom 2007). Just as many 
of the previous movements promote opening the black box of technology in line with social 
constructivism in technology, queer feminists propose now to open the black box of gender.
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3.
As we pointed out in the first part of this work, the impact of digital technologies on our every-
day life is so deep and happened in such short time that a true reflection about it is difficult be-
cause, on the one hand, we lack enough perspective to do it, and on the other hand, the speed 
at which it goes forward as a result of events like the Covid-19 crisis can be overwhelming. 
Perhaps it is because of these two reasons that two key terms to understand digital technology 
under a gender perspective are continually used without a clear or agreed definition. There-
fore, we believe it is relevant to stop and think about them to be able to reach a taxonomy that 
is useful for our analysis and reflections.

3.1. What we talk about when we talk about algorithms
A key term that comes up when we talk about digital technologies is “algorithm”. There are two 
ways to conceptually characterize algorithms, in a narrow sense or in an extended sense. 

In a narrow sense, an algorithm is a mathematical construct chosen during the design of a 
technological system or artifact given its past efficiency for the resolution of tasks that are sim-
ilar to the ones that pose the problem we intend to solve now. Some examples of algorithms in 
a narrow sense are the deep neural networks, Bayesian networks, Markov chains, the simple 
perceptron model, etc. (Mittelstadt et al. 2016; Pasquinelli and Joler 2021). 

In an extended sense, an algorithm is a tripartite technology system, comprising training data, 
a learning algorithm (the algorithm in a narrow sense) and a statistical model as final output, 
designed, assembled and implemented for given purposes related to the resolution of a prac-
tical problem previously stated. There are four key phases that the production of an algorithm 
in an extended sense goes through, namely, (i) the characterization of the problem we want to 
solve and the solution we seek; (ii) the design, formatting and edition of the data we are going 
to work with; (iii) the selection of the algorithm in a narrow sense; and (iv) the training phase of 
the algorithm based on the available data, and the evaluation of the technology system until 
its perfecting. In each of these phases there are problems and difficulties to overcome, dis-
cussions are held and decisions are made that produce solutions, and in each of these phases 
difficulties arise, some of which are identified as “biases” in the specialized literature. 

3.2. What we talk about when we talk about biases
Just as the word “algorithm”, in spite of its extended use, is not always used in the same way, 
i.e. it is not always used in the narrow, technical sense, the notion of “bias” is also used in very
diverse contexts, with meanings that are not always unequivocal. The RAE (Royal Spanish Acad-

AI developments: genders, biases and 
discrimination
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emy) recognizes several meanings,19 in which we find: (1) crooked, obliquely located; (2) course 
or direction of a business, and (3) the statistical sense, which is surely the one that more closely 
adjusts to our topic, and the RAE defines as: “systematic error that may be made when some 
answers are selected over others while making sampling or tests”. As we can see, only the third 
one has a negative meaning (as it is an error). [Translator’s Note: the authors are discussing the 
word “sesgo”, which is the Spanish for “bias”.]

The notion of bias has extended to many fields, maybe as a result of the ubiquitous incorpora-
tion of statistical models in the most varied disciplines. However, it is not clear whether exactly 
the same is gathered in all its uses, or that it can be understood simply as a failure in data, 
which can be corrected (as any error, which once detected, can be corrected).20

Thus, this term is regularly used in contexts as different as engineering, cognitive sciences and 
psychology. Some are projected in AI and its uses, for example, certain cognitive biases that 
refer to cognitive processing patterns, like the confirmation bias, which leads us to take as 
true, in an unreflecting way, the information that confirms our beliefs and to reject that which 
contradicts our previous beliefs, altering the ideal rational models to review and fix beliefs. 
Additionally, the existence of implicit bias is recognized in all the human cognitive systems,21 as 
we frequently tend to act by associations we have incorporated in our cognition in an implicit 
manner, which we are not aware of, and which contradict the beliefs we are willing to assume 
explicitly as ours. These implicit biases are at the core of discriminatory behaviors, not only in 
gender issues but also racial and social ones, and they lead to a myriad of questions to study, 
both psychological and philosophical (Brownstein 2019).

In the domain of digital technologies, the use of the word “bias” is more unclear. On the one 
hand, its translation into Spanish can also be “prejuicio” (prejudice), which has a negative con-
notation in everyday use. On the other hand, as algorithms in a narrow sense are closely relat-
ed to statistical models, some people think of biases in algorithms in the same way as statistical 
biases are often thought of, that is to say, as errors that can be detected ex post facto in a study 
and are produced in any of its stages, whether it is in the collection, analysis, interpretation or 
revision of data. Hence, are biases something necessarily negative? Can they just be related to 
errors? Perhaps it is useful to think of them in the light of the extended definition of algorithm 
we suggested before.

In the following section, we are going to show how, at different points of the development of AI 
systems, that is, in the production of “extended algorithms”, design decisions are made which 
may lead to behaviors of the finished artifact that we deem biased. Thus, we understand that 
the use of the notion of bias for AI developments, even though it is rooted in the notion of sta-
tistical bias and it is primarily associated to the starting data, also appears in other moments 
and design decisions, and this idea is also adopted for the final result of the process of design 
and use of the AI system. Let us see this issue in more detail. 

19  https://dle.rae.es/bias

20  However, let us remember that, in statistics, an error is not something that can be necessarily corrected, but something we have to live with; what 
error margin we tolerate in a statistical model is also a design decision.

21  If anyone has doubts about having those implicit biases, we invite them to test themselves on https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
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3.3.  Some biases in algorithm systems in an extended sense
There are different taxonomies to classify the multiple types of existing biases in digital tech-
nology systems. In this section, we are going to outline a possible classification which is not 
intended to be comprehensive or the only one, based on our previous considerations about 
the diffuse nature of this notion.22

As stated by Pasquinelli and Joler (2021), in line with our analysis in the first part of this work, 
the limits of AI are not simply technical, but they are “superimposed with human biases”; in 
their opinion, however, algorithms amplify the effects of these typically human biases. In this 
sense, they argue that, in machine learning, it is necessary to distinguish between:

• historical biases,

• data biases, and

• algorithmic biases.

As we mentioned above, when we shed light on the four phases the production of an algorithm 
in an extended sense undergoes, the first step for the design is posing a problem to be solved 
according to a practical purpose for which the technology system will be created. 

(i) Of course, raising the problem in and of itself may be biased, in the sense of having the
intention to solve a given problem, and not others, from some perspective and with a given
goal. For example, we can decide to design a system that predicts teenage pregnancy instead
of a system that seeks to identify behaviors in males that makes it possible to predict sexual
assaults to underage women. Two sides of the same problem.

The historical bias (or bias of the world) is already evident in societies before technology 
intervention. It is the bias that is present in raising the problem itself and in the determination 
of the objectives of design. El problem in this case is the lack of recognition of these initial biases, 
captured in the idea of the valorative neutrality of technology, an idea that, as we argued before, 
is untenable. When AI systems, as well as other technology systems, are mistakenly considered 
valoratively neutral, they lead to the naturalization of that bias, that is to say, to the integration 
of inequality in an apparently neutral technology, which makes it especially harmful (Eubanks, 
2018) (see also Crawford, 2017). Paraphrasing Michelle Alexander, it has been called “the new 
Jim code”: “the use of new technologies that reflect and reproduce existing inequalities but are 
promoted and perceived as more objective or progressive than the discriminatory systems of 
previous times” (Benjamin, 2019, p. 5). 

At this point, it is important to mention that all machine learning systems, as long as they are 
statistical models generated from training data, have what has been called “historical bias”, that 
is to say, they will reproduce the categories and behaviors that have happened in the past (and 
are captured by training data). That is why, when we make decisions that seek to change the 
future behavior as compared to the past, these systems are probably not very helpful. 

22  For a more detailed list of AI biases, see: Suresh & Guttag, 2020 and Mehrabi et al., 2019, quoted in Pasquinelli and Joler 2021.
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The other types of biases –data and algorithmic- appear later in the design of systems, when 
we move on to the next phases: (ii) data, (iii) the selection of the algorithm proper, in a narrow 
sense, which will be trained from the data selected until, as a result of the training, it can 
perform the task commended, and (iv) the statistical model resulting from the training process 
that will be used for the algorithm in an extended sense to deal with the task requested. In 
these three stages, data biases and algorithmic biases will appear, as these three instances, in 
turn, entail a number of decisions made for the design. Let us look at this more closely.

(ii) The collection and selection of training data are vital for the development of the system.
Decisions on data design, formatting and edition include two elements: (a) production or
collection, and (b) labeling or interpretation of data.

Statement 5bis: 

Digital Rights
https://www.derechosdigitales.org/ 
https://www.derechosdigitales.org/equipo/juliana-guerra/

“It is extremely relevant to have data that better reflects the differentiated realities of 
populations, for example in relation to access to digital technologies, while also 
recognizing the multiple dimensions said access has. It may mean simply having data 
disaggregated by gender, locality, and ethnic and cultural identity as well as type of 
device, type and speed of connection, digital skills, and knowledge about the way these 
technologies work, among other issues. But it is even more relevant to have a critical 
perspective on the use of these data, for what purpose and how they are collected. 
That is to say, we must pay close attention to the purpose of the data and its 
expiration but, above all, the consent for its collection and processing. This is not 
limited to the fact that the persons subject to rights are informed and consent in the 
first instance to the handling of their data. It implies recognizing the economic, social, 
and cultural rights for which traditionally marginalized and underrepresented groups 
are working, and tailoring data collection and processing to these objectives.”

Juliana Guerra

The first step will be data production or collection, and for that it is necessary to choose a col-
lection technique. On some occasions, data are provided by databases already established. On 
other occasions, data are provided by the person requesting the design, for example, if they 
seek to design some artifact to collaborate with decision-making for public policies, data may 
be provided by the state agency ordering the design, or the company developing some system 
to improve its performance with data previously saved in the available profiles, who have given 
their data by accepting the “terms and conditions” of use. 
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On other occasions, ad hoc data are collected through the work of people within the framework 
of the “economies of the small commissions”, in which there is access to a great online labor 
force to, for example, look for content on internet for a specific end or to create content, such 
as the one obtained by translating short fragments of a text individually, or by tagging images 
for some tasks.

As data can be collected in different ways, there are sets of data already available encoded so 
as to be processed by the algorithm, and others that are not. In this last case, it will also be 
necessary to make decisions about the encoding method and the organization, tagging and 
classification of data to make them accessible for the supervised learning algorithm.

The data bias is introduced in these instances of collection and preparation of training data 
by human operators, but also in the most sensitive part of the process, data tagging, where 

Statement 7: 

Feminist digital activism foundation
https://activismofeministadigital.org/

“I believe that digital privacy is the most important right that has been jeopardized in 
the last three years. This is due not only to large companies and their internal policies 
of using user information to worrying degrees, but also to the lack of collective 
awareness of this right as a fundamental right. The latter is due to habits that have 
become consolidated on a daily basis in pursuit of a digital community without 
sufficient digital literacy, for example, overexposure of oneself and others. This leads 
to subsequent situations that are difficult to resolve - preventive/remedial -, given that 
once privacy has been infringed, the consequent effects scale up.

There is truly little awareness of the importance of digital rights, and the impact on 
analog life is usually only recognized once the damage has already been done. The 
disbelief of the cascading effect of the injury to this type of rights goes hand in hand 
with the underestimation of digital environments as a basis for the exercise of rights.

It is necessary to change the paradigm and understand [digital rights] as fundamental 
rights, as well as to demand their respect by third parties. Ordinary female citizens 
require digital literacy to recognize themselves, firstly, as subjects of these rights. 
Afterwards, we will find the way to enforce them with collective strategies of mutual 
support, respect among peers, and demands for those who put them at risk.

The problem remains that we are still not sufficiently informed about this. Information 
is achieved with digital literacy, and that is the biggest challenge in Latin America right 
now and in the future.”  

Marina Benítez Demtschenko
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old and conservative taxonomies can cause a distorted view of the world, twisting the social 
diversities and exacerbating social hierarchies.

(iii) Moreover, the phase of selection of the learning algorithm in a narrow sense requires a
technical decision based on an expert opinion and previous experiences in which algorithms have
been designed to solve problems that are similar to the one we intend to solve this time. It is
the moment to select the most appropriate machine learning algorithm –in a narrow sense- 
to analyze the available data and generate from there a trained network to give an answer
to the questions asked. This instance entails giving an answer to the question regarding what
algorithm architecture will be used from the menu available: deep neural networks, Bayesian
networks, Markov chains, simple perceptron model, etc.

Statement 8: 

Institute of Philosophical Research-SADAF-CONICET
Associate Editor of Erkenntnis
https://iif.conicet.gov.ar/investigadores/investigadores-conicet/eleonora-cresto/

“The control and correction of biases in AI algorithms require continuous monitoring 
of the results for biases in order to detect them early and try to understand where the 
problem lies - a process that requires investment of resources. In some cases, the 
solution will be easier than in others, of course, and may range from introducing 
changes in the training samples of the algorithms to introducing elements of positive 
gender discrimination when determining prediction thresholds (depending on the 
algorithm in question). In any case, even with its difficulties, the monitoring and 
correction of algorithms allows us to make interventions that are more difficult to 
achieve with flesh and blood human beings, whose implicit biases and motivations are 
not always transparent.”

Eleonora Cresto

The algorithmic bias is the additional amplification of the historical bias and the data bias 
produced by machine learning algorithms. According to the diagnosis of Pasquanelli and Joler 
(2021), the problem of bias originated mainly because machine learning algorithms are among 
the most efficient to understand information, which brings forth issues of resolution, diffraction 
and loss of information. Indeed, algorithms are procedures of an economic nature, designed 
to obtain results in the fewest number of steps, using the smallest amount of resources: 
space, time, energy and work. Even today, the race of AI companies is busy looking for faster 
and simpler algorithms to capitalize data. Although understanding information produces a 
maximum level of income in corporate AI, from a social point of view, it produces discrimination 
and exacerbation of structural inequalities, in a sense that is clearly evident from the examples 
of gender bias we will use as detailed examples in the third part of this work. 
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To train the algorithm selected from available data, the first step is to separate training data 
from evaluation data. Specialists consider this step is the “golden rule”, as the verification that 
the algorithm already trained solves the task to be carried out in the desired way will be made 
by entering the data selected for the evaluation. That is why it is crucial for evaluation data to 
be independent from training data. When that does not happen, the resulting model may be 
biased because of the incorrect division between both types of data.

(iv) Finally, then, the result of this training process is an algorithm that offers a statistical model,
which allows the system to carry out different actions, for example, making decisions about
using or not categories for objects (e.g., if it is a mechanism for image identification, or for
object classification). In any case, as the result is a statistical model, results will always have an
error margin, that is to say, they will inevitably include false positives and false negatives. An
important decision that designers make is what error margin they are willing to tolerate. And that
decision will be based on a varying but great quantity of values that designers take into account:
the efficiency of the system, the cost-benefit ratio in the implementation of a system that
produces false positives and false negatives, corporate economic decisions, political decisions
of the agency that will use the system, etc.

Statement 9: 

Institute of Philosophical Research - SADAF-CONICET
https://iif.conicet.gov.ar/becarios/damian-szmuc/

“It seems to me that the presence of collectives and delegations from vulnerable social 
sectors is essential in any action that regulates the existence of these biases. This 
could be managed, for example, through the creation of independent monitoring and 
auditing commissions (in addition to those already present in state agencies) 
composed of a variety of people from the social sectors affected, activists and non-
activists, whose welfare could be especially vulnerable due to poor management of 
these problems. Rules could also be established to make the approval of these 
independent commissions an essential requirement for the implementation of public 
policies so that they cannot be deliberately ignored and end up having a merely 
anecdotal character.”

Damián Szmuc

To sum up, we have seen that in the four phases of the design of an algorithm in an extended 
sense –(i) stating the problem, (ii) selecting data, (iii) selecting the algorithm in a narrow sense, 
and (iv) perfecting the model – decisions are made that imply the production of a technology 
system that is full of values, in many cases, the current values in the society and/or company 
producing them; in particular, when it comes to the topic of this work, gender biases that 
reproduce and amplify the characteristics of the patriarchal societies we live in. 
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Statement 10: 

Regional Bureau of Science for Latin America and the Caribbean-UNESCO 
(Montevideo)
https://es.unesco.org/fieldoffice/montevideo

“While the challenges outlined by the digital divide and the underrepresentation of 
women and sexual and gender diversities in STEM continue, AI and automation create 
new challenges to achieving substantial gender equality.[1] 

Data shows that it is a proven fact that if AI and automation are not developed and 
implemented with a gender perspective, they are likely to reproduce and reinforce 
existing stereotypes and discriminatory social norms[2].

The UNESCO General Conference approved the Recommendation on the Ethics of AI 
last year, in which gender equality features prominently with a specific policy action 
area that provides important recommendations to ensure that AI does not deepen the 
gaps. With the proposed lines of action, UNESCO seeks to ensure that gender is an 
integral part of the ethical impact assessment tools that will be used to rectify 
inequalities across the entire spectrum of the AI lifecycle, including leveling the playing 
field to open up access to women in cutting-edge, future-oriented fields such as AI”.

Guillermo Anlló and 
Eleonora Lamm
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4.
Gender biases in technology systems that use AI are very varied. In the next section we are 
going to summarize several cases that have taken place in the last decade according to two 
categories.

1 Recommendation systems, usually oriented towards marketing and advertising, public 
policies and personnel recommendation in recruiting, among others.

2 Systems involving the processing of natural language, which make it possible to create 
devices that “understand” users, process their speech or writing, and seek to give back a 
coherent and efficient answer.

Even though it is not about exclusive categories, since we will see that there are examples of 
artifacts that carry out these two types of tasks simultaneously, they present difficulties and 
involve biases of a different kind. 

4.1.  Recommendation systems 
Within the first category we are going to mention three examples: the recruiting system pre-
sented in 2014 by the American company Amazon, some existing models of face recognition 
technologies by means of machine learning algorithms, and the method to decide who will see 
the advertisements of the companies Google and Meta.

4.1.1. The recruitment system of Amazon

One of the most resounding and paradigmatic cases of how gender biases of algorithms impact 
on real life is the case of personnel recruitment at Amazon. In 2014, the company decided 
to automate the recruitment of new employees, an area where it found more and more 
difficulties given the volume of the task, and to that end it created a recommendation system 
by means of machine learning algorithms23. Encouraged by the good results of the algorithms 
to recommend products of its online store, which creates customized front pages for each user, 
the company believed that it could emulate the process to gather information of all the people 
that applied for a given position and give the recruiter a ranking with the best résumé to make 
the most convenient decision.

23 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight/amazon-scraps-secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-bias-against-
women-idUSKCN1MK08G

Biases in action
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Thus, the people who created the device at issue believed that they could offer a useful tool 
for the personnel office to relinquish the effort implied by going over the hundreds of résumés 
that arrived on a daily basis, and give them a “fast, efficient and objective” way to identify the 
most qualified people for each position. Just as is the case with the product review system in 
their platform, each person who applied for a job was qualified by this system of algorithms 
with a score going from one to five stars.

In order to create the system, the vast archive of résumés received in the last ten years was 
used, highlighting hiring success cases. That is how about 50,000 terms that appeared were 
identified, and a statistical model was trained to detect patterns that made it possible to choose 
the best applicants. 

However, when the system, whose aim was to make the most cumbersome part of the 
recruitment process easier, was implemented, they realized that algorithms were systematically 
not recommending female applicants, and that the lists with the best five résumés were 
always made up by males. Faced with this, the creators of the software decided to eliminate 
the relevant categories for gender analysis of applicants, the universities that explicitly only 
accepted women, and even the word “woman” itself. This way, the system would not know 
whether the applicant was a woman or a man. However, algorithms kept showing a preference 
for male résumés.

That is how the innovative system, which had been announced with great fanfare inside the 
company, had to be shut down. Later research determined that the database used to train the 
algorithm was made up by the decisions reached by the people in charge of hiring personnel 
in the past and, therefore, it mirrored a behavior that discriminated against women: in the 
last ten years, Amazon had hired male engineers in most cases, and their characteristics went 
far beyond explicit markers. As a result, there were no errors inherent to the system, but it 
reflected an existing bias in the recruitment practices of the company, which was incorporated 
into the data selected for the training, given the previous rate of preference for males for the 
positions, and which was amplified by the use of the algorithm trained by data.

4.1.2. Facial and voice recognition 

One of the AI applications that have grown the most in the last years is the people recognition 
systems. Even though the use of technology to identify individuals is long standing, such as the 
old method of fingerprints or the iris, since the beginning of the century the use of algorithms 
that process images from cameras to analyze faces has  grown in leaps and bounds. By way 
of example, that is how millions of people unlock their cell-phones every day, or many airlines 
allow people to board flights. It is almost impossible to go about a city today without being 
captured by cameras, whether it is on the street or a private space, such as a store or a bank.

Facial recognition is increasingly more frequently used by different companies for different 
reasons, from safety to recruitment. In the last years, this technology has progressed very fast, 
as has its use. And just as is the case with any new technology, as it has become massive, the 
dangers associated have increased, and it has become more “natural”, while people are no 
longer surprised by the proliferation of cameras in public, private or work spaces, and they see 
it as another element of the urban scene.
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Above and beyond the implications this permanent monitoring of individuals may have, and 
the assumptions that are the foundations for the identification of people, facial recognition 
systems are really far from being perfect and they show their limitations and drawbacks more 
and more. 

One of their main problems is that these systems show a higher error rate with female faces 
than with male faces. Originally, it was thought that the reason for that bias was that machine 
learning algorithms had been trained with databases that are not representative of the 

Statement 11: 

National University of Mar del Plata, National University of the South, Latin 
American Institute for Security and Democracy, International Consultant in 
Democratic Security. 
https://www.ilsed.org/

“Among the most infringed digital-related rights in the region is the right to image, 
which affirms that the capture, dissemination, reproduction, or publication of a person 
can only be done with their consent - or by legal mandate that supersedes it. And one 
of the most frequent and fastest-growing mechanisms for frequently and insistently 
infringing it is the use of video surveillance, especially with the incorporation of facial 
recognition technology.

In our region, the authorities do not usually provide details on the terms of the 
agreements entered into with the companies supplying the computer systems on 
which these initiatives are based, nor on the results of their implementation or on the 
eventual adjustments made (or not) as a result of them. On the other hand, it is 
common for members of the security forces and officials of the Executive Branch, the 
Judiciary and the Public Prosecutor's Office to be frequently instructed in the use of 
technological tools whose control is in the hands of a minuscule group of private 
companies without citizens becoming aware of this fact. Rarely can the destination of 
the captured images be known with precision. Basic information such as their storage 
and the IT security involved, their voluntary or negligent dissemination, their use or 
even their commercialization are opaque or outright concealed.

The scope of deployment of the right to image is, therefore, increasingly reduced. In 
addition, it is related to other infringed rights and guarantees such as the presumption 
of innocence, due process of law, freedom of speech, privacy, and the protection of 
personal data of various kinds.”

Tobías Schleider
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population they are applied to, but even when those databases are balanced for both genders, 
the difference remains the same.24

Another possible explanation for the origin of the bias against the female population in this 
technology seems to be that the algorithm is very sensitive to small changes in the face and 
the hair, or due to the use of make-up, changes that are more frequent in female faces than in 
male ones. Recent research25 has found that female faces are identified incorrectly up to 18% 
more times than male faces. 

In a social reality that relies increasingly more on security systems based on facial recognition 
–both for smartphone functions and to enter some buildings, have access to shows or sports
events, board a plane or run administrative errands–, the fact that our face may not be properly
identified poses several problems. Not only that: in the last years, the use of these systems by
law enforcement agencies has also grown, which leads to the arrest of people in public spaces
or transport.26

But not only facial recognition is biased against the female gender, another mechanism 
increasingly more popular in the devices is as well: voice recognition. Although Google 
maintains that it has an accuracy rate above 95% to process human voice, a more detailed anal-
ysis shows that it is 13% more accurate for male voices than for female ones.27

The drawbacks of this bias were evident with the case of an Irish woman who applied for a job 
in which she failed the English proficiency exam evaluated by an AI system: it gave her a score 
of 74/ 90, when she is a native speaker of that language.28

When we analyze why women’s voices are not processed with the same level of accuracy as 
men’s voices, we see yet again that systems were trained with biased data. In the case of 
Google, for example, it is known that they use the popular TED talks, made up of 70% male 
speakers.

4.1.3. Advertising segmentation and delivery 

When in 2019 the company Facebook, renamed Meta in 2021, celebrated its 15th anniversary, 
its CEO and founder, Mark Zuckerberg, published an open letter where he explained the busi-
ness model of the company, as a result of “many questions” he had received. In the text, the 
businessman explained that “people always say to us, if they are going to see advertisements, 
they would prefer them to be relevant. That means that we have to understand what they are 
interested in. Therefore, based on the pages they like and the content they click on, as well as 
other signs, we create categories, for example, people who live in Spain and like gardening web 
pages, and advertisers pay to show their ads to that category of people”.29 According to this, 
“even though advertisement directed at specific groups existed long before the internet, online 
advertising allows for a much more accurate segmentation and, therefore, more relevant ad-
vertising”.

24  https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.00065

25  http://embed.widencdn.net/pdf/plus/watchguard/x3zt3dnmbh/Facial-Recognition-Article.pdf?u=sume5b

26  https://www.npr.org/2020/06/24/882683463/the-computer-got-it-wrong-how-facial-recognition-led-to-a-false-arrest-in-michig

27  http://www.ethicsinnlp.org/workshop/pdf/EthNLP06.pdf

28  https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/aug/08/computer-says-no-irish-vet-fails-oral-english-test-needed-to-stay-in-australia

29  https://www.elmundo.es/economia/empresas/2019/01/25/5c4a2034fdddffa4918b45a9.html
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Thus, the business model of Meta and companies such as Google depends to a great extent 
on advertising, showing ads as customized as possible, in a segmentation action conducted by 
algorithm systems based on the registered behaviors of each profile. This is called “ad delivery”, 
and gender biases are observed here as well.

In 2015, researchers from Carnegie Mellon University created fictional profiles of consumers, 
and they had them visit recruitment web pages and behave as if they were looking for a job. 
Half of the 1,000 user profiles created were males and the other half, females. After recording 
the job search activity, Google started showing ads where different jobs were offered. What 
they could see was that the type of advertisement shown to male profiles differed greatly 
from the type shown to women. For example, one of the results of the research was that an 
advertisement for well-paid executives was shown 1,816 times to men, and only 311 times to 
women.

The same was verified with Meta30, including not only gender but also ethnic biases. According 
to the study, five advertisements for a concierge were shown to an audience that was 65% 
female and 75% black. Additionally, five job advertisements for the wood industry were shown 
to users who were 90% male and 70% white. In the most extreme cases, advertisements of 
supermarket positions were shown to audiences that were 85% female, and opportunities for 
taxi-drivers were shown to audiences that were 75% afro-descendants. Even though, as was the 
case with Amazon, the gender or race information was not explicit, algorithms anyway managed 
to identify their targets indirectly by means of other information provided, for example, the zip 
code (since the ethnic composition varies in line with the neighborhood where they live) or their 
studies and sports and music interests.

Biases went much further than what was evident: for example, in the cases of advertisements 
with images, elements of the photograph, such as a football or perfume, were vital to 
understand who would be shown the advertisement. In the first case, the stereotypically male 
object was aimed at audiences identified as male, while the second one, a stereotypically 
female object, to women. These advertisements, except for that element, were the same, but 
when they had “masculine” images, they reached an audience that was 60% masculine, while 
the “feminine” advertisement was shown to an audience 65% feminine. Results show that the 
system implemented by Facebook analyzes advertisements in a preventive way to determine 
who should see them, and it makes those decisions using gender stereotypes.

As they are algorithms in the private realm, companies prefer not to justify how they really 
work, unless they are forced to by the State. That is what has happened since 2019 with a series 
of lawsuits filed in the American and European courts to learn details concerning advertise-
ments for sensitive topics, such as employment, housing or loans.31 In those advertisements, it 
was established that parameters such as age, gender or zip code cannot be specified, as well as 
other variables that can be correlated with the biases detected. 

Advertisements shown in a biased way according to gender or ethnics are far from being an 
exception to the rule. If we think of all the time that we spend in front of the screens, almost all 

30  https://arxiv.org/pdf/1904.02095.pdf

31  https://about.fb.com/news/2019/03/protecting-against-discrimination-in-ads/
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our activity is dominated by the rules of the different algorithms that decide what they show us 
(and, therefore, what they hide as well). As we see from these simple examples, these systems 
are the reason why we see what job we may apply to, but also who we relate with, what news 
or information are more important, all issues that somehow shape how we see and what are in 
the world, and that is why it is vital to understand how they work, especially if they reproduce 
biases and values we do not share.

4.2.  Systems involving natural language processing
Regarding the second category of biases, the one about systems involving natural language 
processing, we find many recent cases, such as the “autocomplete” function offered by differ-
ent platforms; the pronounced feminization of voice assistants and the genderization of social 
robots.

4.2.1. The autocomplete function

In UN Women 2013, the United Nations organization in charge of the promotion of gender 
equality and the empowerment of women, denounced that the “autocomplete” function of 
Google suggested offensive words and phrases, or with a clear gender stereotype when people 
wrote things like “Why are black women…?” in the search bar. According to the information 
gathered by researcher Safiya Noble, the first suggestions to continue the phrase and start the 
search were “Why are black women so angry?”, “Why are black women so loud?”, “Why are black 
women so evil?”, and “Why are black women so attractive?”32

When the results of that study were made public, the company decided to remove any suggestion 
to complete that phrase in a search, as well as any phrase that completes expressions like 
“Black people are...”, “Asian people are…”, “Homosexuals are…”, “Latin people are…”, “Muslims 
are…” and “Jews are…”, among others. The strategy, then, was to eliminate or reduce functions 
in the case of minority groups, instead of looking for a better alternative. The same happened 
in 2015 when the algorithm to recognize objects tagged afro-descendant people as “gorillas”: it 
just stopped using “gorilla” as an option.

It should be noted that this strategy just consists in eliminating the cases that are potentially 
conflictive for users, it does not correct the algorithm, which keeps acting in the same way: it 
just prevents users from seeing it. That is why we may continue finding discriminatory cases, if 
we look for them. We did not need to look very thoroughly to find, in June 2021, that the Google 
autocomplete system completes “male doctors are...” with the following words: scientists, 
public servants, graduates, heroes, womanizers, millionaires, happy… On the contrary, if we 
write “female doctors are…” nothing comes up, so female doctors are not scientists, public 
servants, graduates, heroes, etc. Likewise, “female dwarfs are… bad-tempered”, while “male 
dwarfs are… disabled”; “female nurses are… easy”, while “male nurses are… professional”, etc. 
As we can see, the algorithm was never corrected, and the gender bias is still present. Inhibiting 
the public expression of the algorithm result does not solve the root problem.

32  Safiya Noble, Algorithms of Oppression
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Secondly, in the realm of philosophy and gender studies, as well as in feminist movements, 
sexist, patriarchal and androcentric biases have been identified33 in natural language and its 
uses, which reflect the social realities where those languages are used. For more than 50 years, 
a variety of policies of “politically correct” use of language aiming at eliminating discriminatory 
uses from the public realm, whether it is due to gender-sex, ethnics, religion, social condition, 
etc., have been proposed. In the specific case of the discrimination of sex-gendered identities, 
these movements have promoted the use of an “inclusive language”. Now then, as the training 
data where the natural language processing systems builds on databases with a huge amount 
of natural language uses where sexist, androcentric and patriarchal biases prevail, all the 
systems based on them replicate these biases in their specific tasks. 

Some of the cases detected involve autocorrection systems, for example, WhatsApp messages 
that use masculine forms instead of feminine ones (Wellner 2020), or automatic translators, 
which, when translating a word such as “teacher” from a language like English, where nouns 
do not have a gender element (see Scotto and Pérez 2020) into a language like Spanish, with 
a gender element, i.e. we have a masculine form “maestro” and a feminine form “maestra”, 
gender biases of the society that uses that language are reproduced: translating “nurse” as 
“enfermera” and “doctor” as “doctor” (Wellner 2020 compiles studies that show these biases for 
translations from English into Hebrew, and refers to a 2017 study of Quartz Magazine, where 
similar situations were verified in Turkish, Chinese and Finnish).

There are some changes that are easy to make for the language not to have these discriminatory 
biases, when it only comes down to eliminating some expressions from the language, for 
example, the pejorative language (slurs). However, there are many terms that are discriminatory 
only in the context (such as “negro”, we cannot just eliminate them from every sentence in 
Spanish). And the most complex cases are those where the changes that are necessary to make 
the language inclusive entail grammar alterations, for example, when personal pronouns are 
involved, or when the generic masculine is used, like in Spanish. That is what happens with 
expressions such as “los diputados” to refer to a group of male and female representatives (even 
when the parity must be respected, so there should be at least 50% female representatives, in 
line with the legislation in place in Argentina). 

33  An “androcentric” language puts the man in the center and makes women invisible (for example, by referring to a group of individuals of both 
sexes using the masculine gender: “los senadores”-senators-); a “patriarchal” language reproduces linguistically the assumptions of a patriarchal 
social regimen (for example, in fixed expressions such as “Señoras y señores” (Ladies and Gentlemen) or expressions such as “jefe de familia”(head 
of household)). The “sexist” use implies the superiority of men over women (for example, if we talk about “los empresarios” (businessmen) and “las 
secretarias” (female secretaries), when there are female CEOs and male secretaries.

Statement 12: 

Natural Language Processing Group, Faculty of Mathematics, Astronomy, 
Physics and Computer Science, National University of Córdoba, Argentina. 
https://sites.google.com/view/etica-practica-cd/inicio

Laura Alonso Alemany
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Statement 13: 

UBA / University of Perugia/ University of Salamanca
https://www.ceciliadanesi.com/

“It is important to have legislation. There are many ethical principles such as the 
European Union guidelines or UNESCO indications but, as they are not binding, they 
do not have the force of law. There is no obligation to comply with these principles and 
indications and, therefore, there are no consequences. This legislation should be 
regional because the platforms do not recognize borders. I think the EU regulation of 
October 2020 is remarkably interesting to investigate because it takes ethical 
principles of AI development and turn them into law. The Achilles heel of Latin America 
is the lack of uniformity and coordination in its laws.”

Cecilia Danesi

“With the increasing use of artificial intelligence applications, we have also seen cases 
of gender discrimination grow. For example, we have seen the way in which higher 
credit risks were calculated for women because the historical data did not have 
enough cases of women who had repaid their loans in due time and form... due to the 
fact that, historically, no loans were granted to women! In this way automation 
amplifies inequality, as Virginia Eubanks explains in The Automation of Inequality 
(Eubanks 2021). 

But in addition to amplifying inequality, the ubiquitous artificial intelligence 
applications naturalize these inequalities by giving them a patina of objectivity 
because they are based on mechanisms and data that we imagine to be impartial and 
devoid of subjectivity. Nothing could be further from the truth. These mechanisms are 
artifacts developed by dominant groups, which therefore reproduce, amplify, and 
finally naturalize their values while silencing the values of minority or minoritized 
communities.

Just as automatic systems are not objective, there is no universal and objective recipe 
for determining which of their behaviors are pernicious. What is considered gender 
discrimination in one culture may be considered gender freedom in another, such as 
monogamy in Christian-based or Islamic-based cultures (Vasallo 2018). It is necessary 
to empower different local social groups to inspect the behavior of applications and to 
discover those they find pernicious in order to systematize and denounce them. In 
that sense, technical skills and links to expertise and territory are being developed in 
Latin America to naturalize involvement with these systems.”
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4.2.2. Voice assistants

Virtual assistants that use the voice as command have become very popular in the last years 
thanks to the possibilities presented to interact with technology without the need to touch any 
device or use the sight for that, so it is possible to do other tasks at the same time, such as 
drive a car, cook or keep working without interruptions. The appeal and potential of automatic 
recognition of speech are so high that many of the big technology companies have projects 
related to it. For example, for the Argentine company Globant we are getting close to a “post-
screen” age in which technology companies have to be ready for the user interface through 
voice.34

However, it is remarkable to see that the most popular projects at the moment (Siri, in the 
Apple iOS systems; Alexa, from the Amazon ecosystem, and Cortana, by Microsoft) feminized 
their voice assistants, giving a feminine tone, name and personality to the voice that comes 
by default. Their christening was not whimsical. Siri was christened by one of its creators, the 
Norwegian engineer Dag Kittlaus, who suggested the name because in the Nordic language it 
means “beautiful woman who leads to victory”; Cortana was inspired by the videogame saga 
Halo, after an artificial intelligence embodied by a sensual, blue-skinned woman who reminds 
us of the Egyptian queen Nefertiti. Alexa, on the other hand, resulted from a study of women’s 
names that were easy to distinguish for algorithms and not very popular, so as to prevent 
misunderstandings in everyday dialogues. Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon, did not approve of this 
name and wanted people to just say “Amazon” to interact with the software, but he was quickly 
persuaded by members of his team, who explained that users would feel more comfortable 
interacting with someone with a woman’s name.35

This has consequences: in the last years, studies that found that people all over the world 
treated their virtual voice assistants violently multiplied. Indeed, thorough research established 
that the feminization of virtual assistants leads them to be the recipients of violence. This 
implies that there are users who display violent behaviors towards those devices. Beyond the 
trivial fact that these devices are not sentient beings who can be victims of violence, unlike 
women and other flesh and blood sex-gendered identities, it is important to highlight several 
facts related to their existence that reflect the patriarchal society we live in. On the one hand, 
it is striking that these platforms, which are increasing in number, and it is common for us 
to create bonds of greater intimacy with them than with others, are mistreated if they are 
presented as women. Studies published detected that users usually made sexist comments 
and gave degrading orders to their devices, even knowing that they were impossible to fulfill: 
the intention seems to be to annoy that feminine voice and see what it was willing to accept in 
order to please.36 Those requests are processed and interpreted by the platforms but there are 
different strategies programmed for them: while some assistants are simply programmed to 
answer or say that the command is not understood, on other occasions they play along.

In the case of Siri, for example, the phrase “I’d blush if I could!” was the answer that programmers 
decided to have for advances with the word “bitch”. The decision was in the eye of the storm 
when UNESCO published a report about technology and gender called exactly like that (“I’d 

34  The Sentinel Report 2019

35  Balmaceda, T. “Inteligencia artificial y patriarcal” - Página/12, January 7th, 2021

36  Silvervarg, Annika, et al. “The effect of visual gender on abuse in conversation with ECAs.” International Conference on Intelligent Virtual Agents. 
Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2012.
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Blush If I Could”), forcing the elimination of that phrase and the replacement with “I don’t know 
what to say to that” in the following update of Siri. On the other hand, until 2018, Alexa answered 
“Thank you for the comment!” whenever it was called “bitch”, and now it replies laconically “I’m 
not sure what you expect with those words”. As we see, design decisions about how those 
devices should respond to human dialogues may amplify or help correct social situations of 
inequality or gender violence. 

Moreover, virtual assistants receive feminine names and personality when they are designed 
for home and personal assistance tasks, but in the case of platforms to ask for financial advice 
about fields such as cars and motorbikes, for example, their names and personalities are 
masculine. Feminist cultural studies pointed out many years ago how artifact environments are 
gendered37 but the fascination produced by digital technologies of artificial intelligence often 
makes us forget how they also consolidate gender regulations.

4.2.3. Social robots 

Even though we are more used to interacting with systems such as Siri or Alexa, which do not 
have a defined physical shape but are platforms that can be in our phones or a smart speaker, 
there are also social robots, physical artifacts with internal systems designed to interact and 
communicate with people in an intuitive and nice manner, following social standards and 
patterns. They are devices that usually have a humanoid appearance and whose programming 
includes behaviors that generate empathy in people who interact with them. 

Human beings have a tendency to project onto certain objects characteristics in their appearance 
and behavior, as if they had human traits such as intentionality or even personality, while 
acknowledging that they are machines. In recent years, several studies have determined that 
we also project our conceptions about gender onto them, something reinforced by the growing 
genderization of social robots.

Gender indicators are incorporated into the design of robots of multiple shapes, from the 
contour of their shape to the name they receive, their tone of voice, the features of what we 
understand as a face, and the colors they are manufactured in.38 It is not necessary to have 
multiple elements, as even only one feature is enough to trigger an interpretation of gender 
that goes together with a set of behavior regulation expectations. 

Moreover, social robots are designed and created for specific tasks.39 And as many work types 
and environments are stereotyped for some genders, time and time again the feminization 
of certain tasks is reinforced, such as social robots with women’s  names for caregiving or 
household tasks, while those artifacts thought of for the security of a shopping mall or an 
airport, for example, have masculine features.40 According to the designers of these devices, 
there must be a coincidence between people’s expectations from the role the social robot 
plays and its appearance. The underlying assumption is that the appearance of the robot may 
influence people’s willingness to follow its instructions and interact better. Nobody seems to 

37  Cfr. Wajcman 2004.

38  Kittmann et al., 2015

39  In this work, we leave aside the analysis of robots created for sexual purposes, which generate much reflection and debate but, at present, do 
not have robust digital functions related to the analysis of language or behavior and, therefore, we think they are not very relevant for our specific 
objectives here.

40  Nass and Moon, 2000; Goetz et al., 2003; Carpenter et al., 2009; Eyssel and Hegel, 2012; Otterbacher and Talias, 2017
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be thinking that matching the appearance of robots with the alleged expectations of humans 
reinforces gender inequalities and that, even if those expectations were true and the interaction 
were more beneficial, designing male robots for stereotypically female tasks may help fight 
prejudices and encourage the acceptance of human males in those roles.41

Of course, another option is to design ungendered robots, but so far it has proven to be a great 
challenge not only in terms of design but also in their reception by people, who use even the 
slightest characteristic (for example, how a name invented to not have gender “sounds”, or the 
size of their eyes) to automatically assign it a gender.42 In order to avoid human stereotypes, 
some robot designers have chosen to reject anthropomorphism while not losing the empathy 
it generates. RIBA-II, for example, is a Japanese caregiving robot designed to lift elderly or sick 
people from their beds that looks like a big teddy bear.

If humans project onto robots gender expectations about how the “masculine” and “feminine” 
entities should behave, some questions arise:

Should we promote the genderization of this type of artifacts? Or should we avoid it? Does gen-
derization play a role in the efficiency of those devices in their tasks, and in their acceptance 
by human beings, or does it reinforce the gender stereotypes that amplify social inequalities? 

41  Eyssel and Hegel, 2012

42  Powers and Kiesler, 2006
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We have gone through different theoretical topics and explored examples where we have seen 
clearly how societies configure technology devices which, in turn, reconfigure the societies that 
created them when they are launched into the market. We can never foresee the dimension 
of the impact that new technologies will have on our lives and our societies but, as we know, it 
is neither possible nor desirable to stop technology advancement. Knowing that the multiple 
influences and interactions may have an important dimension, we should pay high attention to 
these possible changes and always adopt a reflexive and cautious attitude towards emerging 
technologies. 

We acclaim agriculture, but we know the harm caused by the burning of native forests to ob-
tain fields for crops. We move forward with technologies that allow us to have intensive live-
stock farming and fish farms, but we are aware of the greenhouse effect resulting from gases 
produced by livestock and the loss of biodiversity stemming from the excess of antibiotics in the 
water. The same happens with digital technologies: we know that they allow us to be connected 
and simplify tasks in a way that was unthinkable four decades ago, but we also know that many 
of them create social control mechanisms, divides in our societies that are difficult to bridge 
and fakenews, and they encourage anti-vaccine movements that, in COVID-19 times, jeopardize 
our lives. 

Philosophy, as we said at the beginning of this work, suggests that we should systematically 
adopt a reflexive, critical attitude, and keep asking questions when others no longer ask them. 
The role of philosophy is to keep societies awake so that nothing is passively accepted, and the 
possibility to change the world, our communities and ourselves is a feasible option through 
reflexive thinking and critical questions. 

As we showed through several examples in Part III of this document, digital technologies, among 
many other changes in our societies, are stressing gender inequalities, reinforcing patriarchal 
behaviors systematically, partly because we continue living in a patriarchal society and these 
technologies are the result of those societies, partly because technologies themselves deepen 
inequalities through the arguments we presented in Part II of this work, but also partly because 
we are not reflecting enough about their design and implementation, so as to mitigate these 
effects from the design itself. 

Aiming at a plurality of voices is always an effective manner to generate that critical and re-
flexive attitude. Integrating different political, philosophical, disciplinary and sex-gendered per-
spectives in the design and implementation of these technologies and in the decisions to adopt 
them in the realm of public policies is a first step to pay attention to different concerns and to 
encourage dialogue about these topics. Additionally, this plurality of voices should be present 
in the design of updated legislation that considers these phenomena and protects citizens from 
the possible violations of fundamental rights that these technologies may amplify. 

5. Conclusions
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It may be true that we have the technology that we deserve. But it is also true that we can de-
serve something better. From our philosophical voice, we believe we have contributed to the 
discussions in the public sphere, to the polyphonic debate we should have. Whether that will 
happen depends, among other things, on the critical exercise of our imagination.
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